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This paper discusses'the kind of knowledge and
strategies necessary to understand a metaphor Studies six year
olds indicate that they fail to recognize that metaphors are, intended
nonliterallv. At albout theage Of teni children begin to give.
appropriate'explamations. Children on the verge of metaphoric
underStanding of metaphors-which link psychological and phySical
states show a mastery of the Concept of making a link between the
physical and the psychological and grasp the broad polarities of each
domain,-but make imprecise connections:between theM. .Hypothesizing
that the ability to articulate the underlying "Core meaning', of a
word Was a necessary condition for correct paraphrase of a metaphoric
sentence using the word, a:lurther study showed instead that
compreheniion of'metaphor does not reglire knowledge of core meanings
.of the key words% As an alternate .explanation, it iS suggested that.
children's understanding of metaphor is a reflection'of (1) their
knowledge of the real world .nd (2) th?ir capacity to think
analogically. (AA) I \
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What does it takel.'to understand a metaphor?

Ellen Winner and Howard Gardner

What kind of knowledge and strate2ies are necessary in order to

understand a metaphor? To put this quesion into context, I will briefly

summarize a study, that we conducted pa the 14nds of miStonceptions

children ha-,./e about simple. metaphoric language (Winner, llosenstiel,

and Gardner, 1976). Some of the questions raised by that study will

then be articulated, znd certain prelit-inarfindinzs that have emerged

.from follow-upwork.on these issuet.will be reported.

Initially we'were interested in how dhildren interpret the-kind of
- ,

metaphoric laaguage found in everyday spech- as -well as. in children's
,

literature. We wondered, for example, how dnildren come to understand
&-

that a "hard heart" refers'hot to any i:hysical quality of-hardness, but-

rather to a.psychologizal quality. Or hOF thildren arrive at the:Linder-
.

.

standing that a "loud Color" refers to visual, not an auditory property.'

In order to learn how children underStand, or misunderstand, sudh

,simple expressions,'we asked Children ranging.in age from Six to fourteen.

.to paraphrase a.Series ofmetaphoric sentences.. TheSe sentences Were.

.of two types: In half, LoMething about a person's psYchologital nature

was conveyed bylikening that person. .to a physical object.- For example:

After many' years of working at thejail, .the prisbn_,
'guard. had become a hard,rock that could not be moved.

We called this type of sentence a psyChological-physical metaphor. The

other.half.Of-the:items cOnsisted of cross-L0.2.0.3orY metaphors, in which

an element from one senSory modalitywas described synesthetically in-.



terms of another modality. For example:

The color of her fingernail polish was a loud splash.
\

Hare, color is described :Da auditory terms. These two types of metaphors
..

_
.

. !

\
were Chosen both because they are quite frequent,and because they. seem-

\ .

to be common across menv languages (Asch, 1955; Uilliams, 1976)-
. .-

In order to have confidence in what was, causing correct or indorrect .

,

responses, we deliberately presented:these sentences in isolation, r\ather".

than embedding them in a story context where other ancillary factors\

may give away the meaning. We found that Children had a great deal

of difficultv'making sense of such expressions.' Moreover, Children ofl
;

different ages exhibited certain systematic misunderstandings, in. view

of the fact that both typea of metaph,ors used yielded similar results,

we will focus here on the responses'given-co the psychological-physical

ones.

Six-year-olds often failed to recbgnize that the metaphors were

intended nonliterally. They accepted the sentences at face value, in.-

venting a pretend world in which the laws of the natural world did'not

apply. Thus, when asked to paraphrase the sentence in which a prison

guard is equated with a hard,rock, they said that a king had cOme and

turned the guard into a rock. A second strategy used by the youngest

children was to alter the relation between the two elements of the metaphor:

!

'the relationship of identity--person equals rock--was Changed to one of

contiguityperson is associated with rock. , Thus, the sentence was said

to mean that the guard worked in a prison that had hard rock walls.

Eight-year-olds often realized that this sentence meant that the

4



prison guard Was in s-.)me sense like a roCk. However, they were unable to

express a link between domains as distant as th e. psychological' and the

--ohylsical realms.- Instead, subjects interpreted-both terms of the metaphor

as belonging to the physical domain.' Thus, the guard had m(;s6les that

were hard like a rock.

It was not-until the age of ten that Children were able to appreciate

the-lways in which the dual-function term hard could be applied to both the

psychological and the physical elements- 9f the metaphor: At this age,

consequently, they were capable of successfully paraphrasing the figure:.

The guard didtnot care about the prisoners..

While this initial investigation illuminated the general develop-

rental trajectory of metaphoric understanding, it also raised-a major

question. Specifiallv, what_is it that Prohibits children under ten

from understanding a simple metaphoric sentenc0-Iilat kind of sensitivity

to the denotations and connotations of words are, necessary in order to.

get it right?"

One approach we have taken to answer these'questions Was to re7

examine sore of the responses given in our study of metaphoric under-

standing (Winner et al., 1976). We had noted that, as appropriate

explications.beoare more frequent, (around the age of ten) they were

accompanied by a-kind of interpretation that was almost, but not quite,

correct. We called these responses inappropriate-metaphoric. An analysis

of these near-misses proved 1-.:elpful in illuminating the kind of-senSiIivity

that may be,involved in apprehending a metaphor.

What did these inappropriate-metaphoric explications tell s? They

revealed, first of all, .that the on the verge of metaphoric unde -

5.



standing grasped that the physical-terM.---ih this case, a rock--was a

comment about a psychological Property. They alSo revealed, a sensitivity

to the positive or negative polarity expressed by the netaphor. What

these Children failed to pinpoint was the precise psychological property

to which the metaphor alluded.

_Consider one of the test-items:

.1157 siAter was a,tT.ghtly. sealed envelope.

The oldest children all agreed th4t this referred to soreone who kept

,

' everything to herself. However, children who offered inappropriate-

metaphoric interpretations thought this sentence had something to do with

someone who was "bad,", or with soreone who was "fussy about things."

in response to the prison gUard metaphor,.while the.oldest children\

agreed that the guard was "unfeeling" and "didn't.care abOut the prisoners

Children who gave inappropriate-netaphoric interpretations' thought that.

"the ,guard was "angry."--

Although these responses failed to zero in on the precise'psychological

dimension, in most cases they revealed an awareness of the positive or

negative polarity expressed by the netaphoric comparison. Vence, no

child at this stage said that.the prison guard was'kind,' ar-funny,.for

example.) In brief, the children had control over the positive or negative
4

connotations of the netaphor before they could alight on the precise

psychological property irplied. That an incorrect.but kindred property
_

was chosen suggests that these children had not yet learned how to preL-

cisely map the-dimensions of one domain onto those of another. This

finding is reminisCent of, recent research demonstrating.that in under-



standing relational and dimensional adjectives, Children grasp the

polarity before the dimension, thus confusing tall wide, but not

wIth short (Bartlett, 1976; Carey, 1975; GluCksberg, 1975).

We have suggested that the comprehension of psychological-physical

metaphors involves a t:m-part process: first the child masters the concept

of naking.a link between the phvsical and the psychological, grasps the

broad polarities of each domain, but makes irDrecise connections between

them. Later, the child succeeds at making these donnections precise.

But what is it that enables the child to achieve precision?

We reasoned that perhaps the'child.must firot acquire what has-been

called-the core meaning of a word. Let me make clearwhat I mean by

core meaning, by.offerin2 an example. ,The familiar expression "a coat

of paint".is hased on a general core meaning of the word coat--something

that covers. A novel expression such as "a coat of sadness' is also

"
un de rlying general-tore- meaning -o,f--cove ring . Ve_thought_ it

possible that what enables the child to zero in on a precise metaphoric

interpretation:is a knowledge of tore neaninss and an ability to reason

bY extension from that central and.general meaning,

This hypothesis grew out of research that has been conducted to -;

\
investigate adult knowledge of word meaning (Caramazza, Grober, and Zurif,

1976). Individual words are, to".greater and lesser extents,%olysemouS-7

that is, they each haVe at least several different senses. Given a

-.-
series, of sentences, each'of which exploits a different meaning of a

particular word, adults are ableto-supply a core neaning that underlies

all of the various senses of that word (Caramazza et al. -1976).. Consider



the word line: the expressions, a battle line, a line of rope, and line

of people all share the core meaning extension. It has been claimed

---that we understand these and all novel uses of-a word by analogy from

'a nucleus meaning that-is both general and vague. If this is true,

then it is,our knowledge'of the core meaning of the word coat that

allows Ui to understand what it means to Say a coat of mud, a coat'of

-
.sadness, ot a'coat of anything.

We recently carried out a pilot study in order to arisWer the follow-

ing-questions.

--Is it necessary to have acquired the core meaning of a word

before a novel extenspn of that word can be.precisel understood?

is it possible that lack Of a core meaning prOhibits a child

from understanding a metaphoric usage of thatord?

We probed six-, eight -, end eleven-year-olds' awareness of the core

meanings of various words, as well as their Comprehension ofmetaphors

. ,

based on these core me'anings. All children were first given a multiple

choice test designed to tap a passive knowledge of core meanigs. A

word was .reaa aloud, and children were asked to select the best and most

_

comPlete meaning from four orally-presented choices. The choices for

the word coat were: an appropriate general cOre meaning--"something that .

covers"; an appropriate but specif# meaning--"somethingyou wear":

- ,
,

an inappropriate general meaning--"something that grows"; and an in-

appropriate specific meaning--"something you write with." So that theY

would not have to choose between the specific and general appropriate if

. ,

meaning, two Choites were allowed for each word.

The next taSk was tO paraphrase 'Sets of sentences,-each of which-
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used a word from the multiple-choice task in increasingly novel contexts.
1)

In order to tap a mdre acttve knowledce of core meanings than the

"multiple-choice tasks would allow, -ue also proced the children's ability

to articulate the core meaning that underlay the different uses of the

same word. For example,'they were first asked to paraPhrase a sentence.

employing. the .word coat'' in itsmost literal sense:_

---Ee put on his winter coat.

They then heard a sentence using the word in a frozen Metaphoric manner:

They pu't a coat of painton the house.

(rhis Meaningwas deened frozen because while it was once a fresh Metaphor,

the exPression has-now becore an establishedpart of the lexicon,) Those-

children who prOved able to pai72phase these two sentences were then

posed the following question:

In the first ,,e.ntence you said that a coat was

something you wear, and in the second'sentence,you :

said that a coat of paint neant paint on a house. Why.

do ue use the word coat in both sentences? Why
do wesay A coat of paint?

Finally, the children were asked to paraphrase a sentence using the

word .coat as a novel, unfamiliar metaphor that they presumably had not

'heard before:

Each little Pebble we found had a green coat 6n it.
-

( ossible interpretation of the word Coat'here is mossi,1 and indeed-

this is the inter/- xetation that-most adultis supply.)n
.

ye hypothesized that demonstration of the ability to articulate
_

the underlying core yeaning, or success on the multiple-Choice task,
perhaps. ,

were necessary (thoug not sufficient) conditions for correctly para-

phrasing thit metaphoric sentences.

a
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We found that litern1 sentences were :understood before frozen

,^F

ones, /

and frozen sentences before npvel bnes. However, counter to our ex-
,

1

pectations, the ability to articulate a core meaning was the last skill

to develop. Six- and eight/year-olds proved incapable of articulating

the core, and thought the Same word had two entirely different meanings

T,
in each sentence. When asked to explain the presence of the word coat

in "a coat-of paint," one six-year-Old expressed the general feeling

of his age group in the following-manner:

"Well, guess that's all the words wehave. We

used them all Up so we have to name sore things the
same. I mean, when God made the words, he thought
of so many he couldn't think of anymore so we have to
use the same word."

It was only the eleven-year-olds whosproved at all able to verbalize

core meanings, and even thely cOuld do so only iriconsistently.-. Such,

a task seems to ca],l.uppn a rather sophisticated metalinguistic capacity

to reflect on the mear/ingsiof wordS.

Turning-to,- he- multiple-Choice.resUlts, we found that bTthe age

of eleven, children cOuld consisteritiy.point tp the core meaning.

.-Surprisingly, however; success on the novel metaphoric paraphrase did

not predict success on the-Multiplechoice task. -1,;!e found that for'each

.

Item some children succeedei tt both tasks,some at neither, and some

.

njust one. If a child only sucCeeded on one of the tasks, it vas more

.

often the case that the metaphor was successfully.paraphrased while

the_multiple-choice task was failed. That is, they tended to pick the

(

specific meaning and whp gsked to choose a second bne, indicated that

none was appropriate. Thus, it appears that successful coMprehension

ofametaphordoesnot.in any-interesting way-at least, require knowledge
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of the core meanings of the key words.

Our original,purpose in conducting this study was to inve-tigate

what kind of knoWledge about a word is necessary in order to understand

its metaphoric usage. .Our results did not .provide a definitive answer-

%to th-ls question, but they did tell us what kind of knowledge may be

unnecessary. We are left with the problem of how to actount for the

comprehension of novel metaphors.

Having narrowed down the possible accounts of how metaphoric

comprehension takes.prace, some speculations will be offered about the

process thai may.be Involved. While our studies do not'provide a direct

answer, they suggest an approach to this question. Specifically, it

maY be -thot thildren!s\understanding is a reflection of tWo factos:.

-l)-theiricnowledee of the real wJrid; anA 2) their capacily tp think

analogically.

Consider the example of the Loat/moss figure. Me'have already

seen that it is unlikely that chirdren rely on the core meaning of the

. word coat. What mav instead be going on is the following: children

know the literal meaning\of the word coat. This provides one leg of the

analogy; "coat is to person." They then attempt to construct the remaining-

term: "blailkistorock.."At.drispoirit,thedrjulowledge of the real

world beones crucial. Scanning memory; imagery, etc., they make the

best estimate of what, for a rock, might function as a coat. If their

real world knowledge _i§ adequate, there is a high probability that they

will select the correct InterprEtation of the metaphor.
\

Two corollaries follow from t is view. First, the more context that

is-provided (pictorial, linguistic etc.),.the greater the likelihood that
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children will alight on the correct interpreiation. Second;..a'similar

line of reasoning proves applicable to the psychological-physical

metaphors. Once children become-aware of-the permissability of the

psychological7physical connection, their capacity to render the correct

interpretation will similarly call upon their capacity to-th.frik analogically,.

and on their real world knowledge, supplemented as far as possible by

contextual cues. .7 Thus,-in the instance in which a person is, compared

to a sealed envelope, once Children appreciate the possibility' of a

psYchological-ph.vsical connection, their success x.;i11 depend bot on

ltheir ability to complete the analogy (envelope is to tightly.sealod

:is person. is to "secretive") and, mo _ generally, on their real world

knowledge.

If this account is substantiated, it will have twO interesting and

not entirely expected consequences. First, appropriate to the spirit

of this symposium, the appreciation/Of'metaphor will turn out to be

.

integrally relaeed to the capacity to engage in analogic thought. .And

:second, the capacity-to-appreciate-a rgtaphor, which is ordinarily

:considered to be Merely an Aesthetic attifice, willturn out to rest on

a strong foundation of real world Xnowledge.

12
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